
OVERVIEW

ABM Alchemex is a powerful reporting module that gives 
your business the competitive edge by enabling quick and 
easy access to real-time information needed for operations 
and strategic planning.

Using ABM Alchemex you can easily create reports to 
analyse  data from ABM using Excel to present and 
manipulate the information.

Take it one step further, ABM Alchemex allows you to 
combine information from other data sources, such as 

external spreadsheets or seperate databases to provide a 
single consolidated report or dashboard, on any business 
operation.

Online training is also available to advanced your skills in 
ABM Alchemex as well as specific data analysis skills in 
Excel.

With ABM Alchemex you can spend more time focusing on 
information analysis and interpretation and less time pulling 
the data together.

BENEFITS

 » Enhance productivity and presentation.

 » Save time and money by automating reports.

 » Smart and simple to use.

 » Start reporting straight away.

FEATURES

 » Interactive reports allowing drill down and data slicing.

 » Use Excel to present and change report templates.

 » Get graphical representation of information. 

 » Real time reporting.

 » Perform powerful consolidations across 
multiple companies or divisions.

 » Automate monthly managerial report distribution.
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ABM ALCHEMEX BUNDLE

CONNECTOR MODULE 
The connector module allows administrators to set up connections to multiple data sources, allowing report designers to access information 
from multiple sources and consolidate data. Modifying data connection details is made easy via a graphical SQL tool. 

REPORT REPORT MANAGER
The Report Manager allows you to author new reports, organise, create and edit existing reports as well as filter and aggregate report data 
without the need for specialised training or knowledge. This tool also allows you to set permissions and security for reports.

REPORT VIEWER
This tool provides you with basic editing capabilities (filtering and changing of parameters) and drill-down functionality on existing reports/
templates. You can provide Report Viewer licences to staff members who do not need to create reports. This is a great option for staff 
members who do not need to create and write reports, but enable them to have up-to-date information whenever they need it.

PRE BUILT REPORT TEMPLATES
ABM Alchemex ships with a powerful set of standard reports and templates such as Financial Reports (Balance Sheets and Income or P&L 
Statements), Sales, Inventory and purchasing Reports. 

Explore your data interactively with the included Management Dashboard which grabs information from multiple sources to an easy to 
understand, unified display. The dashboard view quickly highlights key areas that need to be drilled into for further analysis, for quick and 
informed decision-making. As with all report templates they can be changed and edited quickly and easily.

ONLINE TRAINING
ABM Alchemex offers a range of online training courses which are designed to assist trainees with maximising their desired skillset when 
they are using the program. There is also an applied training course which includes two hours of time to specifically write more advanced 
custom reports with help and guidance.

Additional licences can be purchased for as many users as needed. The most affordable option is ABM Alchemex Bundle which includes one 
of each of the following licences:

FINANCIAL REPORT DESIGNER
This powerful designer tool allows users to build advanced financial report layouts in excel via a simple, intuitive ‘drag and drop’ designer 
interface, applicable to financial reports only for select install bases. Ships with pre-built layouts to get you started.

OTHER REPORT PACKAGES
Alchemex have other report packages available for sale including Customer/Sales Dashboard, Debtors Dashboard and a special pricing 
report. ABM Alchemex allows you to report on whatever you need, save time and money with ABM Alchemex.

OPTIONAL ADD-ON MODULES : 
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